
NOTES OF DYNAMO MEETING HELD 9 APRIL 2015 

 

Present: Patricia Clarke, Jim Davies, Claire Duplock, Dick Follows, Paul Stubbins 

 

1. Update from previous meeting 

 

1.1 Press release and Transport Masterplan 

 

Patricia had sent out a press release about the park and pedal scheme at the new M6 

junction; subsequently, Dick and Paul had featured separately on Radio Lancashire, mostly 

about the Transport Masterplan.  Paul has also appeared in the Lancaster Guardian about 

the Transport Masterplan; in the online version the County Council reports that it has 

funding for various safety measures – mostly in Morecambe but also for a zebra crossing at 

the Pointer roundabout end of South Road.   

 

The good news on the Heysham route is that it appears in the Transport Masterplan, but 

there are no details. 

 

1.2 Cycle parking in Lancaster city centre 

 

Now that the weather is better and more cyclists are about, we need to keep an eye on how 

packed cycle stands are. 

 

2 A6 safety measures 

 

Paul reported on his and Patricia’s meeting with Paul Binks, Road and Transport Safety 

Manager at the County Council, on 31 March.  All three cycled along the A6 from the Pointer 

roundabout to the Shell garage and back along Barton/Bowerham Road.  Paul Binks took 

photographs of Belle Vue Terrace and Paul explained that it could be used as a possible 

cycle/improved pedestrian route with some smoothing out of the cobbles at the bottom of 

Newsham Road.  Re side junctions exiting onto the A6, Paul Binks explained that current 

guidance about visibility will not permit the “Stop” signs that Dynamo wishes to see.  Paul 

Binks intimated that some “keep clear” markings may be put at junctions like Hastings Road.  

(During the meeting, Claire made the point that double yellow lines around junctions (like 

Wakefield Road) would be useful.)  The junction of Barton Road/A6 may also be remodelled 

to make the angle more of a right-angle, and the cycle lane needs to be more clearly 

marked.  The BP garage entrance has recently had a “keep clear” box installed, and Patricia 

has posted a photograph of this on the blog and requested comments on its efficacy. 

 

We also looked at the point where Bowerham Road becomes Barton Road, where there 

have been several cycle crashes.  Most incidents seem to have occurred when cyclists are 

going downhill and therefore picking up speed.  Because it is a major bus route, it may be 

difficult to remodel the junction, but the cycle lanes could be made clearer.   

 

At the end of Prospect Street, Paul argued for remodelling (as on Dale Street) so that 

pedestrians appear to have priority over cars pulling out.   

 

Paul Binks had the impression that there was a plan for shared use on the pavement 

between Prospect Street and Dale Street, which Dynamo had not heard anything about.  

Paul also argued for better marking of cycle lanes around the Pointer roundabout.   

 



Paul Binks took photographs of South Road, where Dynamo wishes to see cycle lanes.  At the 

Queen Street/Aldcliffe Road junction Paul Binks will arrange for clearer road markings.  At 

the end of Queen Street there have been crashes, where cars have pulled out as a car on 

King Street gives way to them and an oncoming cyclist has been ignored.  Middle Street and 

the Waterstones corner are bad ones, with cars turning left across the path of cyclists.  At 

the bottom of the one-way system, cyclists have been squeezed on the left-hand bend; Paul 

suggested reducing the traffic island to leave more room for cyclists.  This is contingent on 

busses not returning to the previous position of having to do a loop to get into the bus 

station.   

 

Paul Binks found the cycle contra-flow on Chapel Street a little bizarre, but the width is 

useful to avoid cars pulling out.  On Butterfield Street, Paul Binks agreed that a Stop sign 

should be installed.  Paul continued up North Road and found that the end of Chapel Street 

is made very dangerous by cars not obeying the buses-only sign.  This was the point where 

Paul was almost wiped out! 

 

Paul emailed Paul Binks subsequent to the meeting; he will email this to Patricia for the blog. 

 

Action:      Paul 

 

Re the southern end of Church Street and the non-observation of the buses-only sign, we 

will wait to see what Paul Binks suggests before perhaps writing to the police to request that 

this restriction is enforced. 

 

Claire will post a comment on the blog about seeing a cyclist almost getting mown down by 

a left-turning car at the BP garage on the A6 on her way to the meeting. 

 

Action:  Claire 

 

3. Transport Masterplan 

 

Dick and Paul had attended two meetings following the publication of the draft Transport 

Masterplan.  Hazel Walton of the County Council was interested in talking to Dynamo about 

cycling measures.  Funding for schemes in the Masterplan will most likely have to be bid for, 

but it is important that schemes are ready to go when funding sources are identified.  The 

Masterplan does have a very attractive vision for the district in 2031, but the detail of how 

to get from the present situation to then is lacking.  The near-term action plan for Lancaster 

city centre is due out before 2016, so Dynamo should get its vision in early.   

 

Patricia has already drafted some initial ideas, but they are lacking timelines.  We need to 

work on this – a district-wide plan – by email and present it to Hazel Walton.   Patricia will 

also draft a response to the Transport Masterplan (due 7 May), to which the ideas will be 

attached.   

 

Dick will get in touch with Hazel Walton to arrange a meeting with him and Paul to present 

the ideas.   

 

Alistair Kirkbride in 2006 and a friend of Paul’s more recently both produced plans for 

redesigning the city centre gyratory, which could also be sent to Hazel Walton.   

 

Action:  Patricia, Paul, Dick 



 

4. Local Sustainable Transport Fund accounts 

 

Following his Freedom of Information request, Dick had received more detail about the A6 

LSTF accounts from County Councillor John Fillis.  Some of the sums involved are still large 

and unexplained, and evidence that the money spent has made any difference to 

sustainability.   

  

It was agreed to wait for a formal response to the FOI from the County Council, which is due 

shortly.   

 

5. Date and time of next meeting 

 

Tuesday 28 April at 7.30 p.m. at Dick and Patricia’s.   


